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Which 462 words are so important that they've changed the course of American history more than once? The Bill of Rights: the first ten amendments to the Constitution, the crucial document that spells
out how the United States is to be governed. Packed with anecdotes, sidebars, case studies, suggestions for further reading, and humorous illustrations, Kathleen Krull's introduction to the Bill of Rights
brings an important topic vividly to life. Whether you're a middle grader or high schooler or even an adult, and whether you're looking to expand your knowledge or to reearch a report, the format of this
"kids' guide" makes the information understandable and interesting. Find out what the Bill of Rights is and how it affects your daily life in this fascinating look at the history, significance, and mysteries of
these laws that are designed to protect the individual freedoms of Americans—including young people. Some of the questions addressed in this easy-to-follow book: Why did early American founders argue
that individuals needed a Bill of Rights to protect them from government? Why is freedom of speech so thrilling and so controversial? What is religious intolerance, and when can it be fatal? What does it
really mean to take the Fifth? How does the Bill of Rights affect the rights of kids?
From breathing exercises and pressure holds to noise-reducing headphones and gum, this illustrated book is packed with simple strategies and tools to help children with emotional and sensory regulation
difficulties aged approximately 7 to 14 years to stay cool, calm and in control.
Do you have a hard time paying attention or staying still? Do you sometimes get yelled at for talking in class or moving around? Do you often zone out? Lose assignments? Fall behind in school? Have
trouble controlling your behavior? Maybe you have ADD or ADHD. These are labels grown-ups use to understand and help kids with these types of challenges. If you've been labeled ADD or ADHD, this
book is for you. Look inside to find: What ADD and ADHD mean - and don't mean. Ways to make each day go better at home, at school, and with friends. How to deal with strong feelings like anger, worry,
and sadness. The lowdown on medicine many kids take for ADD or ADHD. The dish on foods that can help you manage your ADD or ADHD. Fun quizzes that will help you remember what you're
learning. And much more This book was written especially for you. But you might want to share it with a parent or another caring adult. Talk it over together and try some of the activities. Meanwhile,
know you're not alone. Lots of kids have ADD or ADHD. With a little effort, they have learned to succeed. So can you!
As the COVID-19 pandemic has spread around the world, it's left many adults and children searching for answers about how they can stay safe. By focusing on facts presented in a relatable way rather
than fear, this illustrated guide to health and safety gives children the tools they need to understand what's happening in the world and to discover how they can become a virus warrior. Facts about
coronaviruses are paired with essential information about social distancing, personal hygiene, and the things we can control in uncertain times, creating a learning experience designed to reduce anxiety.
From Dr. Neil Winawer, Hospitalist and Professor of Medicine, Emory University School of Medicine: "My son Matthew and I read Be a Virus Warrior! A Kid's Guide to Keeping Safe together. In a time
when children and parents are looking for information about COVID-19, in a time of uncertainty, we found this book to be medically accurate, useful, and a good read."
My Dog!
A Kids' Guide to Keeping a Happy and Healthy Pet
Off Limits
A Kid's Guide to Keeping Chickens
Your Sheep
Best Breeds, Creating a Home, Care and Handling, Outdoor Fun, Crafts and Treats
Be the Boss of Your Stuff
A Kid's Guide to Handling Envy and Jealousy

On a basketball. On a door handle. Even in the air you breathe! Germs are everywhere. What can you do about it? Learn ways to
avoid germs, to guard against getting sick, and to keep from passing germs along to others.
There are many ways to be active. Some ways are good for you and keep you healthy. Learn why it is important to be active and
discover the fun in sweating for a healthy body.
Before you plan your family’s next Big Apple excursion, get some help from a professional . . . and from your kids! The Kid’s
Guide to New York City lets the kids help plan the trip and guides you as you explore the city, neighborhood by neighborhood.
Inside you’ll find kid-tested tips on where to go, where to eat, what to see, and where to get the best souvenirs. Along the way
the kids will be engaged by sharing fun New York facts and cool tips. Awesome games will keep everyone busy as you crisscross the
city on foot, by subway or bus, or in a cab.
Defines biological, adopted, foster, and stepparents; discusses the needs of parents; explains how parents care for their
children; and tells how to develop a good relationship with parents.
Start Sweating!
A Kid’s Guide to Cats
Learn the Game's Rules, Strategies, Gambits, and the Most Popular Moves to Beat Anyone!—100 Tips and Tricks for Kings and Queens!
The Kid’s Guide to Gender, Sexuality, and Family
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A Kid's Guide to Keeping Safe
Why Your Chickens Do What They Do & Say What They Say
A Children's Book about Parent-child Relationships
A Kid's Guide to Handling School Problems
Would you like to start your child on a journey of self-reliance and love of the outdoors? A sustainable source of ideas to help your children learn the ins and outs of animal husbandry,
Barnyard Kids encourages children to get outside, enjoy nature, and reap the benefits of their hard work. This fun and creative book by Dina Rudick will guide your family through fun
opportunities learning about keeping chickens, milking cows, and rearing sheeps. It's time to get your little farmhands dirty. Help them grow to be fruitful, self-sufficient, happy, and healthy!
Chickens make wonderful pets, and Melissa Caughey provides all the information kids need to raise healthy chickens and have lots of fun doing it. Covering everything from feeding,
housing, and collecting eggs to quirky behaviors and humane treatment, Caughey s engaging advice helps children understand the best ways to care for their chickens. Spark enthusiasm
with creative activities like chicken forts and a veggie piñata for the flock, and feed more than the imagination with egg-centric dishes like Mexican egg pizza.
Written from a child's point of view, advises young readers on ways to handle a variety of problematic situations, provides an easy-to-use system to help children rehearse and remember
appropriate responses to keep them safe, and includes coverage of where to go for help and how to deal with shame and guilt.
In these hectic times, kids can become overwhelmed with activities that are a distraction from home and family. This 32-page book can help keep it all in perspective, as well as provide
suggestions on how to keep family time fun.
The Kids Guide to Money Cent$
A kids' guide to being active
How to Speak Chicken
A Kid's Guide to Fitness
I Said No!
The Kid's Guide to New York City
Keeping Kids Safe
Give your kids the decluttering guide that will encourage their independence and create a more peaceful home for your family. Allie Casazza has created a resource for you to show kids how to create and design their own space,
offering practical ideas on organization and productivity, kid-friendly inspiration for mindfulness, and interactive pages for creativity. Allie has encouraged women to simplify and unburden their lives as the host of The Purpose
Show podcast and through her first book Declutter Like a Mother. Now she's helping you equip your kids and tweens to discover the same joy of decluttering as they design and create a space that supports their interests and
goals, make more room in their lives for playtime and creativity, increase productivity and find renewed focus for schoolwork, learn valuable life skills, and cut down on cleaning time, reduce stress, and feel more peaceful. Your
kids will start to understand that the less they own, the more time they have for what's important. Written in Allie's fun, motivational voice, Be the Boss of Your Stuff is ideal for boys and girls ages 8 to 12, includes photography
and interactive activities with space to write, draw, imagine, and plan, shares step-by-step instructions for decluttering, offers added practical, personalized instruction from Allie's children, Bella and Leeland, and is a great gift for
coming-of-age celebrations, the first day of spring, New Year's, Easter, birthdays, back-to-school, or school milestones. As your kids become more proactive in taking care of their stuff, you'll find your whole family has more
time and space for creativity and fun. After all, less clutter, less stress, and less chaos in your kids' lives means more peace, more independence, and more opportunity to grow into who they're meant to be. Read Allie's first book,
Declutter Like a Mother, to further equip yourself in decluttering while you empower your kids to embrace their space.
This fun and practical cat care book written just for kids will guide young cat owners in how to provide a safe, healthy environment, deliver daily care, and ensure positive interactions and rewarding, long-term relationships with
feline friends. Pet expert Arden Moore helps kids understand how cats think and what they need to be happy and healthy, whether socializing a spunky new kitten or welcoming an adult cat into a household. Along with essentials
on topics such as how to read a cat’s body language and proper litter box protocol, fun and fascinating features cover the history of cat-human relationships, why and how cats purr, “ask the vet” Q&As, trivia, DIY cat toys, and
even tips for training a cat to come when called (yes, you can!). Information-packed and filled with photography and colorful illustrations that infuse each page with feline energy, A Kid’s Guide to Cats equips kids with
everything they need to know to be great cat caretakers and companions.
Via a pirate theme, teaches school-age children techniques to reduce and overcome feelings of jealousy and envy through writing and drawing activities and self-help exercises and strategies.
The authors probe the psychology behind child kidnapping to shed light on this common problem and help readers prevent the abduction of their own children. Original.
The Survival Guide for Kids With Add Or ADHD
A Kid's Guide to Putting Worry in Its Place
The Down and Dirty Guide to Camping with Kids
A Kid's Guide to Keeping the Season Sacred
Making Christmas Count
Pet Bugs
A Kid's Guide to Raising and Showing
Barnyard Kids

Before you plan your family’s next vacation to Maine's Acadia National Park, get some help from a travel professional… and your kids! The Kid’s Guide to Acadia
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National Park lets the kids help plan your trip and guides you as you explore one of America's most popular national parks. Inside you’ll find kid-tested tips on
where to go, where to eat, what to see, and what to do in the park. Along the way, your kids will be engaged by reading and sharing fun facts and cool travel tips.
Awesome games and quizzes will keep the family entertained, too. Fun for both visiting and local kids.
"Children everywhere want to fit in with a group, resist peer pressure, and be good sports--but even the most socially adept children struggle at times. But after
reading this ... guide on their own or with a caring adult, kids everywhere [may] be [more] equipped to face any friendship challenges that come their
way"--Amazon.com.
Packed with simple ideas to regulate the emotions and senses, this book will help children tackle difficult feelings head-on and feel awesome and in control! From
breathing exercises, pressure holds and finger pulls, to fidgets, noise-reducing headphones and gum, the book is brimming with fun stuff to help kids feel cool, calm
and collected. They will learn how to label difficult feelings, choose the perfect strategies and tools to tackle them, and use these correctly whether at home or at
school. The strategies and tools are accompanied by cartoon-style illustrations, and the author includes useful tips for parents and teachers as well as handy visual
charts and checklists to track learning and progress. Armed with this book, kids will be well on their way to managing difficult emotions and feeling just right in
whatever situation life throws at them! Suitable for children with emotional and sensory processing difficulties aged approximately 7 to 14 years.
A fun illustrated guide for beginners who want to learn about more chess! Perfect for fans of the hit Netflix show The Queen's Gambit! Chess is played on every
continent and by several hundred million people. It’s the most popular board game in the world, and people of all ages love to play! In A Kid's Guide to Chess, you’ll
start learn all of the basics like how the pieces move and then progress to the more complicated ideas behind the best moves for the different phases of the game.
This book offers something for beginners who have never picked up a chess piece as well as more advanced instruction for experienced learners who are looking to
become expert players! With this comprehensive guide, learn: • The rules of the game • Tactical moves • Openings • Vulnerable routes • The history of chess • And
much more! Additionally, inside you’ll find exclusive tips from some of the world’s best chess players. These clever suggestions will help you to become a real
master of chess. Imagine how much fun it will be to win a game against a classmate or—if you’re really good—maybe even your grandpa! If you’re up for a real
challenge, you can also test yourself with puzzles taken from world championship games. Put on your thinking cap—your brain’s got some work to do!
Keeping School Cool!
The Kids’ Guide to Decluttering and Creating Your Own Space
Growing Friendships
A kids' guide to keeping clean
The Kid's Guide to Acadia National Park
Don't Take My Child
The Kids' Guide to Staying Awesome and in Control
Ultimate Kids' Guide to Being Super Healthy
Whether you're getting your first sheep or would like to learn more about caring for and showing the sheep you have, Your Sheep has the information you need to be successful. Paula Simmons and
Darrell Salsbury cover everything you need to know, from choosing and buying the right sheep to feeding, heath care, shearing, showing, breeding, and lambing.
Covering everything from feeding, housing, and collecting eggs to quirky behaviors and humane treatment, Caughey s engaging advice helps children understand the best ways to care for their
chickens. Spark enthusiasm with creative activities like chicken forts and a veggie piñata for the flock, and feed more than the imagination with egg-centric dishes like Mexican egg pizza.
This vibrant and beautifully illustrated book teaches children sex, gender and relationships education in a way that is inclusive of all sexual orientations and gender identities. Covering puberty,
hormones, pregnancy, consent, sex, babies, relationships and families, it uses gender-neutral language throughout and celebrates diversity in all its forms, including race, ethnicity, faith, bodies, gender
and sexuality. For use with children aged 8-12, it will help answer their questions and spark open discussion with parents, carers and teachers. With informative illustrations and further resources and a
guide for adults, The Every Body Book is the ultimate sex, gender and relationships education resource for children.
Best-selling author Melissa Caughey knows that backyard chickens are like any favorite pet ̶ fun to spend time with and fascinating to observe. Her hours among the flock have resulted in this quirky,
irresistible guide packed with firsthand insights into how chickens communicate and interact, use their senses to understand the world around them, and establish pecking order and roles within the
flock. Combining her up-close observations with scientific findings and interviews with other chicken enthusiasts, Caughey answers unexpected questions such as Do chickens have names for each other?
How do their eyes work? and How do chickens learn? Foreword INDIES Silver Award Winner
A Kid's Guide to Understanding Parents
Kid's Guide to Chess
How to Train, Care for, and Play and Communicate with Your Amazing Pet!
A Kids' Guide to the American Revolution
Workparent
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A Kids' Guide to America's Bill of Rights
The Busy Body Book
A Kid-to-kid Guide to Keeping Private Parts Private
He bangs his head and has a gigantic welt, but he's not dizzy or throwing up; should he go or not? She twisted her ankle on the jungle gym and it's swollen, black and blue, and she can't put pressure on it –
go or give it a day? This preventative guide will help parents know in advance when it's an emergency, when a doctor should be consulted, and when to treat at home with a good dose of “suck it up kid.” At a
time when ERs have become waiting rooms for the uninsured, a vast wasteland of confused or new parents, and a breeding ground for chaos and sickness, knowing when to go and when to hold off benefits
everyone.
A Kid's Guide to Keeping ChickensBest Breeds, Creating a Home, Care and Handling, Outdoor Fun, Crafts and TreatsStorey Publishing
A celebration of the amazing human machine and a life on the move! Your amazing body can jump, sprint, twist, and twirl. Your body is built to move. Lizzy Rockwell explains how your bones and muscles,
heart and lungs, nerves and brain all work together to keep you on the go. Kids walk and skate and tumble through these pages with such exuberance that even sprouting couch potatoes will want to get up
and bounce around—and that’s the ultimate goal. Studies show that American kids are becoming more sedentary and more overweight and that they carry these tendencies with them into adolescence and
adulthood. Experts agree that we need to help kids make physical activity a life-long habit. Through education, information, and encouragement, this book aims to inspire a new generation of busy bodies!
An all-in-one resource for every working mother and father. Sure, there are plenty of parenting books out there. But as working moms and dads, we've never had a trusted, go-to guide all our own—one that
coaches us on how to do well at work, be the loving and engaged parents we want to be, and remain true to ourselves in the process. Enter Workparent. Whether you're planning a family, pushing for
promotion during your kids' teenage years, or at any phase in between, Workparent provides all the advice and assurance you'll need to combine children and career in your own, authentic way. Whatever
your field or family structure, you'll learn how to: Find a childcare arrangement you fully trust Build a strong support team, at home and on the job Advocate for advancement—and flexibility Step up at work
while keeping your family healthy and whole Tame guilt, self-doubt, worry, and other difficult emotions Navigate big transitions: the return from leave, a promotion or job change, or the arrival of a second child
Manage day-to-day pressures, like scheduling, mealtimes, homework, and more Find—and really use—time off Feel more capable, calm, and in control Written by Daisy Dowling, a top executive coach, talent
expert, and working mom, Workparent answers all of your questions and feels like a good talk with your favorite mentor. Finally, the handbook you need to thrive as a working parent.
A Kid's Guide to Keeping Family First
A kids' guide to staying well
A Family Guide for Raising Animals
What to Do When It's Not Fair
Simple Stuff to Help Children Regulate Their Emotions and Senses
What You Need To Know About Nutrition, Exercise, Sleep, Hygiene, Stress, Screen Time, and More
The Kids' Guide to Staying Awesome and In Control
How to Plan Memorable Family Adventures and Connect Kids to Nature

Moonbeam Children's Book Awards Gold Medal Winner This is an illustrated children's book for ages 7-11 that makes gender identity, sexual orientation and family diversity easy to explain to children.
Throughout the book kids learn that there are many kinds of people in the world and that diversity is something to be celebrated. It covers gender, romantic orientation, discrimination, intersectionality,
privilege, and how to stand up for what's right. With charming illustrations, clear explanations, and short sections that can be dipped in and out of, this book helps children think about how to create a
kinder, more tolerant world.
Attention all grown-ups! Kids have questions! Now they’ll have answers. Kids of all ages have some important questions about how their bodies work—and why their parents and other adults have some
strong ideas on what needs to get done every day in order to stay healthy. Children often hear: “No more screen time!” “Eat your vegetables!” "You can't have cookies for dinner!" “You need to take your
medicine!” “Wash your hands! With soap!” “It’s getting late! Get ready for bed!!” In this book, Dr. Nina L. Shapiro embarks on an amazing journey through the body as it gets fed, protected, exercised,
cleaned, energized, and rested. Each chapter provides kids with age-appropriate explanations and illustrations that address their very good questions about their bodies and health with solid (and fun!)
science-based answers. By receiving an in-depth understanding of what it means to be healthy, strong, clean, rested, and energized, kids will soon be able to make smart decisions on their own. The
human body is incredible, and the science behind how our bodies work, how the world affects our bodies, and how our bodies affect the world around us is pretty cool, too.
Kids don’t need to be told that Christmas “counts.” They are generally tuned in to the excitement and anticipation! And yet, children can be among the first to forget what it is about the season that really
counts. Much of this may have to do with what our culture—and we ourselves—teach and practice. This little illustrated book communicates a message about making Christmas count in all its facets and
flavors; it is a book about recognizing the deepest “reasons for the season.”
Shows how to find, catch, and care for such insects as mantises, crickets, spiders, beetles, termites, and butterflies
A Kids’ Guide to Making and Keeping Friends
A Parent's Guide to Keeping Kids Safe from Sexual Abuse
A Parent's Guide to Keeping Our Kids Safe
What's that Smell?
Easyread Super Large 24pt Edition
A Kid's Guide to Catching and Keeping Touchable Insects
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Letting Go of Stress
Simple Stuff to Help Children Regulate their Emotions and Senses
Plan your family camping adventure! Whether you’re a first-time camper or a veteran backpacker befuddled by the challenges of carting a brood—and all the
requisite gear—into the great outdoors, here you’ll find all the tips and tools you need to plan the perfect nature adventure with your family. Humorous and
irreverent, yet always authoritative, this guide to camping with kids, from babies through pre-teens, is filled with checklists, smart tips, recipes, games, activities,
and art projects. Helen Olsson, a seasoned camper and mother of three, shares lessons learned over the years of nature outings with her own family. Learn the
basics of family camping, from choosing a destination and packing gear to setting up a campsite and keeping little ones safe. Create the perfect camp menu with
simple and tasty recipe ideas. Discover foolproof tips and tactics for keeping kids happy and entertained while hiking. Explore nature through clever and creative
camp arts and craft projects. This guide is your game plan to unplugging from the digital world and connecting your kids to nature. Whether it’s roasting
marshmallows around a crackling campfire or stretching out on a camp mat to gaze at the stars, the memories you’ll be making will last a lifetime.
From the end of August until the first part of June, our children spend more of their waking hours at school than at home. And while elementary school problems may
sometimes seem trivial compared to our adult worries, we need to remember that our children’s problems can be just as gut-wrenching and nerve-wracking as any
adult’s. This thoughtfully written book covers everything from homework to getting along with others, dealing with teachers and feeling safe at school. Author
Michaelene Mundy reassures and teaches as she tackles the topics most important to young students.
Explains the ins and outs of dog ownership, dog training, and popular dog breeds.
Children aren’t immune to stress. Kids are especially prone to feel fear before stressful events in their lives. Family, school, and team sports’ schedules have been
crammed into their daily activities so extensively that many children are robbed of their free recreational “growth” time, and an alarming number of kids are
experiencing high levels of stress because of this. All of these realities can lead to our children having the same kinds of fears and concerns we adults have,
especially about things they often have no control over. In this invaluable book, author J. S. Jackson helps children explore attitudes and ideas to try and diminish
some of the stress they feel in their lives.
Back Off, Sneezy!
Keeping Your Kids Out of the Emergency Room
A Guide for Parents of Toddlers and Teens, and All the Years in Between
The Every Body Book
The Complete Guide to Succeeding on the Job, Staying True to Yourself, and Raising Happy Kids
A Guide to Childhood Injuries and Illnesses
The LGBTQ+ Inclusive Guide for Kids about Sex, Gender, Bodies, and Families
You Be You!

Packed with anecdotes, sidebars, quotes, and illustrations, A Kids' Guide to the American Revolution brings vividly to life the
birth of our nation. Introduce young readers to the stakes, challenges, setbacks, and victories involved in the single most
important event in our nation’s history, the American Revolution, with this approachable book from Kathleen Krull, a Children’s
Book Guild Nonfiction Award winner. Find out what events led our young nation to go to war with Great Britain and how the
Declaration of Independence, the document that continues to shape our civil rights, came to be. • Why did the colonists want
independence from Great Britain? • What brought on the Boston Tea Party? • How did the Declaration of Independence initially
impact women and slaves? • What did Benjamin Franklin do to convince the French to join the revolution? • How was George
Washington chosen to lead the new young country? • What elements of the Declaration of Independence continue to be debated today?
Kathleen Krull is an expert at bringing history to life in her engaging titles and series, including Women Who Broke the Rules,
Lives of . . . , Giants of Science, and her other books in A Kids’ Guide series, A Kids' Guide to America’s Bill of Rights and A
Kids’ Guide to America’s First Ladies.
Provides information on how to safeguard preschoolers through teenagers from emotional and physical harm, presenting eleven issues
of concern that parents should focus on to keep children safe.
Dogs do it. Birds do it. Even stinky skunks do it! Keeping your body clean is one of the most important ways we all get along.
Learn why it's important to your health, and the health of others, to stay clean and cut down on the stink!
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